Developed foot drop as a complication of bariatric surgery: case reports
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ABSTRACT
Two cases of patients with morbid obesity submitted to bariatric surgery and with considerable weight loss are presented. During follow-up, they complained of weakness in the legs and the physical examination showed reduction of ankle dorsiflexion muscle strength (foot drop). In these cases, the symptoms subsided spontaneously. A literature review is presented.
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INTRODUCTION
The epidemics of obesity and the limited efficacy of medical treatments have led to the increased number of bariatric surgical procedures for complicated obesity. Several different surgical procedures are used\(^1\). The rising rates of bariatric surgery are accompanied by neurological complications related to nutrient deficiencies. The preventable and potentially treatable nature of these complications makes them an important issue. Prognosis depends on prompt recognition and introduction of appropriate therapy.

The prevalence of neurological complications in bariatric surgery of two prior large studies were estimated at 5 and 16\(^\%\).Orthopedic surgeons should be aware of this complication because those complaints are related to their field.

CASE REPORT

Case 1
S.F., a 49-year-old male patient, 1.82 m, 120 kg, body mass index 36.2, was submitted to a gastroplasty with cholecistectomy, and lost 45 kg in 11 months. During the postoperative period, he complained of weakness in both legs and, upon physical examination, he presented reduced ankle dorsiflexion muscle strength that persisted for 45 days and resolved spontaneously.

Case 2
L.D.O., a 22-year-old female patient, 1.65 m, 108 kg, body mass index 39.5, was submitted to gastroplasty, and lost 38 kg in 6 months. In this period, she complained of weakness and difficulty walking. On physical examination, she had complete loss of right ankle dorsiflexion strength. She was submitted to a magnetic resonance imaging that showed no abnormalities. After three weeks, she returned with the right leg strength fully recovered.

DISCUSSION
The optimal functioning of the central and peripheral nervous systems depends on a constant supply of appropriate nutrients.
The B-group vitamins (vitamin B$_{12}$ [B$_{12}$], thiamine, niacin, and pyridoxine), vitamin E, copper, and possibly folic acid are particularly important for good functioning of the nervous system.

B$_{12}$ deficiency is the most common nutritional deficiency noted after bariatric surgery.$^{(7-8)}$

A low B$_{12}$ level has been noted in 70% of patients undergoing gastric bypass surgery and B$_{12}$ deficiency in nearly 40%.$^{(9)}$ It may result from inadequate intake, impaired hydrolysis of B$_{12}$ from dietary protein, or abnormal IF and B$_{12}$ interaction. B1 deficiency is frequently seen.$^{(5)}$

B$_{1}$ deficiency after bariatric surgery is the result of intractable vomiting, rapid weight loss, and inadequate vitamin repletion and associated neurological complications due to B$_{1}$ deficiency.$^{(10-11)}$

Thiamine deficiency may be seen with persistent vomiting, anorexia nervosa, dieting, malnutrition, severe gastrointestinal or liver disease, gastrointestinal surgery (including bariatric surgery), and AIDS.

Copper deficiency is increasingly recognized after gastric surgery (for peptic ulcer disease or bariatric surgery)$^{(12-13)}$.

Neurological complications may be noted in 5 to 16% of patients undergoing surgery for obesity.$^{(14)}$

Central and peripheral neurological complications often present multifactor etiology; that is, they may be associated with rapid weight loss and could be due to a deficiency of a vitamin called thiamine. The delayed presentation of neurological complications is more common.

Neurological complications following weight-reduction surgery can involve most parts of the nervous system.$^{(15)}$

A recent review of reported cases of neurological complications of bariatric surgery identified 96 patients.$^{(16)}$ Lumbar plexopathy or radiculopathy were rare and each seen in one case only.

In a controlled retrospective study of peripheral neuropathy after bariatric surgery, peripheral neuropathy developed in 71 of 435 patients: sensory-predominant polyneuropathy in 27, mononeuropathy in 39, and radiculoplexopathy in 5.$^{(17-18)}$

Risk factors for neurological complications include rate and absolute amount of weight loss, prolonged gastrointestinal symptoms, not attending a nutritional clinic after bariatric surgery, less vitamin and mineral supplementation, reduced serum albumin and transferrin, postoperative surgical complications requiring hospitalization, and having jejunoileal bypass. In a series of 23 patients who had neurological complications associated with bariatric surgery, protracted vomiting was noted in all affected patients.$^{(5)}$ Our patients developed mononeuropathy without any changes in blood tests, even vitamins and minerals dosage.

A long-term follow-up with dietary counseling is important. All bariatric surgery patients should have 6-month follow-up laboratory studies that include complete blood count, serum iron, iron-binding capacity, B$_{12}$, calcium, and alkaline phosphatase.$^{(19)}$

Neurological sequelae may take months to resolve, and residual neurological impairment can result even in cases in which the treatment is promptly administered. Delayed treatment can lead to permanent neurological impairment.$^{(20)}$

It is unclear which patients may develop copper deficiency after gastric surgery and if routine screening and supplementation should be considered. Oral supplementation containing the RDA for micronutrients can prevent abnormal blood indicators of most vitamins and minerals but are insufficient to maintain normal plasma B$_{1}$ levels in approximately 30% of gastric bypass patients.$^{(15)}$

The neurological complications of bariatric surgery involve most parts of the nervous system and frequently more than one.

Physicians who care for patients after bariatric surgery should be very aware of neurologic complications. Attention should be given to vitamins and mineral supplements to prevent some of these complications and to avoid severe and rapid weight loss.$^{(21)}$

Rapid weight loss, recurrent vomiting, and inadequate supplementation of key nutrients predispose to the development of neurological complications.

Of 435 patients who had bariatric surgery of the cases of Thaisetthawatkul et al., two patients presented peroneal neuropathy at the fibula head; one patient had lateral femoral cutaneous neuropathy, and one patient had sciatic neuropathy. In the mononeuropathy group, the etiology may not be different from usual mononeuropathies in which mechanical compression and entrapment appear to play a role.$^{(22)}$

Literature review yielded 50 case reports of 96 patients with neurological symptoms after bariatric procedures. There was only one case of foot drop.$^{(16)}$

Among 78 patients submitted to bariatric surgery, 9 developed foot drop after bariatric surgery. The mean weight loss for these patients was 45 kg. Weight reduction took place during a mean period of 8.6 months. We demonstrated that significant weight loss is correlated with a higher risk to develop foot drop and that the time period in which the weight loss is achieved is important. A rapid reduction of body weight is correlated with a higher risk to develop drop foot.$^{(23)}$
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